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           Basic Patterns in Plans of Landforms 
                      Fumio YONECHI 
1 Introduction 
   Geomorphology is the study of the morphology of the Earth surface. However, 
most geomorphologists have made light of the basic nature of land "forms". 
   The aim of this paper is to classify the patterns in plans of landforms. As a 
matter of course, this is necessary for the study of landforms as three dimensional 
entities. Pitty (1982) ranked the four dimensions of reality in geomorphology and 
related disciplines (Table 1). Vertical height is the main dimension of landforms. 
However, for geomorphology as a part of geography, two dimensional shapes, namely 
plans of landforms are also very important. So, in this paper I have sought to explain 
the basic nature of the plans of landforms. 
2 Landforms with regularities and irregularities 
   Mandelbrot (1982) asked "Why is geometry often described as  'cold' and  'dry  ?'" 
He stated that, "One reason lies in its inability to describe the shape of a cloud, a 
mountain, a coastline or a tree. Clouds are not spheres, mountains are not cones, 
coastlines are not circles, and bark is not smooth, nor does lightning travel in a straight 
line." 
   This is the first paragraph of "the Fractal Geometry of Nature", one of his best 
known books. The book is a standard reference and contains the elementary concept 
of "Fractal" geometry introduced by Mandelbrot (1977) himself. 
     Table 1 Postulated priorities in which specialist studiesrank the four dimensions of
           reality
Earth sciences Distributional sciences
Geology Hydrology Pedology Geomorphology Geography Statistics
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   Following after him, Feder (1988) wrote, "The concept of fractals has caught the 
imagination of scientists in many fields, and papers discussing fractals in various 
contexts now appear almost daily." 
   However, it should be pointed out that traditional Euclidean lines, circles and 
other shapes are also found as the "regular" landforms on the Earth. For example, 
plans of stratovolcanoes are circles. 
   The plans of landforms range from the regularity and symmetry of the stratovol-
cano to  "amorphous"  ria coastal forms. It is necessary to distinguish between the 
Euclidean "regular" patterns and the fractal "irregular" ones as the basic shapes of 
landforms, and to situate them properly in terms of classification. 
3 Minimizational landforming plans 
   Some landforms have simpleplans. For example, a young stratovolcano has a 
plan of circle, and a fresh fault sharp shows a plan of a straight line. Mathematically 
these kinds of forms are explained as so-called "minimization problems". When the
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1 Some examples of minimizational landforming plans. 
A : Stone circles,  B: Stone stripes, 
 C: Strato-volcano (with central vent),  D  : Fissures vent and lava sheet, 
 E: Doline,  F: Fault scarps. 
A, C and  E: spot-circle patterns. 
B, D and  F  : straigt line-rectangle patterns.
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surface of the Earth is cut in two blocks by minimal energy, its cut line becomes a 
straight line. By minimum length of boundary lines, namely a circle, the body of a 
volcano covers the most area. 
   These kinds of plans are mostly found in the landforms formed by "inner" or 
"underground" agents. The following examples will illustrate this concept. 
   Example  A  : Under a cold environment, stones within soil may be lifted by 
periglacial action. If this phenomenon happens sufficiently often or constantly the 
stones may appear on the surface and make some patterns. On flat ground, stones 
may take the form of "stone circles". Sometimes, stone circles are called "polygons". 
In Japan, stone circles were reported under the name of "kikkohdo, turtle back-like 
soil". The turtleback-like pattern means the  tilling of hexagons. If an area is to be 
covered by the juxtaposition of circles, these figures must be transformed into hexa-
gons. The hexagon is the figure adopted by nature as the most economical in its 
space-filling properties. 
   On sloping ground the same process operates, but the circles are elongated and 
become straight lines named "stone stripes". 
   Example  B  : The plans of volcanoes are basically controlled by the volcanic vent 
types with viscous lavas and pyroclastics. The volcanoes with central vents have 
circular plans. In contrast to this type, fissures flow out as fluid lavas and make 
amorphous lava sheets. 
   Example  C  : Simple depressions make circular plans, for example in a volcanic 
caldera and doline. The depression controlled by the linear structure shows rectangu-
lar shapes like a graven. 
   Thus, the "minimizational landforming plans" are divided into two  categories  :
spot-circle patterns and straight line-rectangle patterns. 
   As the  sub-patterns of the "minimizational landforming plans", there are cusp and 
arc sub-patterns (ex. beach cusp), wave and hericoid sub-patterns (ex. meander), etc. 
   On the Earth's surface, the "minimizational landforming plans" have a minor 
share. However, on the surfaces of another planets with crusts, there are many 
landforms formed by these systems. Especially, impact craters, and so-called meteor 
craters, are significant as well as numerous landforms with circular shapes. 
4 Maximizational landforming plans 
   Some "amorphous" or irregular shapes in nature are not really amorphous but 
"regularly" complicated by fractal nature. The dendritic patterns in trees and rivers
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Main patterns of plans of landforms. 
 Spot-circle  pattern,  B: Straight  line-rectangle pattern, 
Cusp and arc pattern,  D: Wave and hericoid pattern, 
Branching pattern,  F  : Infinite inflections pattern.
are typical ones. The problem of dendritic systems in rivers can be simplified by 
considering the river as a system in which as large an area as possible must be drained 
with the minimum amount of water. So the river diverges from its branches to make 
contact over the maximum drainage area. 
   In the case of a  ria coastline, a typical irregular shape, its maximizational nature 
can be explained by its origin. Namely, the  ria coastline is one kind of drowned river 
valley. So a  ria coastline has a maximizational nature (fractal structure) fundamen-
tally following the dendritic system of rivers (Yonechi & Endo 1988)). 
   However, plans of  ria coasts show infinitely rugged lines which are different from 
the plans of rivers. Therefore, both plans are typical examples of maximizational 
landforming plans.
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 Fig.  3 Classification of plans of landforms.
Table 2 Comparison of two basic plans of landforms
 Minimizational 
landforming plans
 Max  imizational 
landforming plans
Shape 
Geometry 
Dimension 
Phenomena 
Occurrence
simple, regular 
Euclidian 
the Euclidian d. 
deterministic 
necessity
complicate, irregular 
Fractal 
the Hausedorf d. 
probabilistic 
contingency
5  Conclusion  : classification and comparison of  landforms' plans 
   The basic classification of landform plans is presented in Fig. 3. The comparison 
of the nature of the minimizational landforming plans with the maximizational  land-
forming plans is shown in Table 2. Those support the conclusions presented here. 
   In this paper, I have discussed the plans of landforms as static forms. For the 
dynamic structures between spatial landform units, please see former articles (Yonechi 
1980, 1984). 
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